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Abstract. Hydrogen is expected to replace part of the fossil fuels in the future. Distributed wind and solar power is possible to produce hydrogen as an important primary energy source in order to enhance flexibility in energy distribution. The object of study is electricity-heat-hydrogen energy station composed of distributed power, electrolytic hydrogen, fuel cells and gas boiler. The research is focused on the models of hydrogen production and consumption to get the relationship among electricity/hydrogen/heat energy. A form of circuit diagram is used in this study. In addition, this paper also analyzes the station’s economical running simulation model based on minimizing overall operating costs. The results prove that this system is actually capable of improving the overall efficiency of energy distribution.

Introduction

As a fuel with high energy density, extensive generation sources and clean combustion reaction, hydrogen is expected to become an important foundation of our transportation energy and replace part of the fossil fuels in the future. Since distributed generations like wind and solar are close to the hydrogen consumption centers, they can be integrated into hydrogen production by means of multi-energy microgrid so as to enhance energy flexibility and improve the utilization of distributed power [1, 2]. A typical example of such microgrids is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Electricity-heat-hydrogen energy station (an example of multi-energy microgrid)](image)

Some research about model and operation of hydrogen involved microgrids has been published. Reference [3] presents a domestic microgrids with hydrogen storage to take full advantage of renewable sources to supply electric vehicle. Photovoltaic, batteries, electrolyzer and fuel cell also take part in the forementioned system. In [4], an energy management strategy based on coordination of battery, electrolyzer and fuel cell is proposed to minimize the operation cost of multi-energy system. Pattern in different seasons is analyzed.
This paper focuses on the model and operation of electricity-heat-hydrogen energy stations in Fig. 1. The coupling among distributed generation, electrolyzer, fuel cells, and gas boiler will be analyzed, so that this microgrid can meet the electrical load, heat load as well as hydrogen demand with minimum cost.

Modeling of Multi-energy Station

Electrolyzer and Fuel Cell. Based on the published work about electrolyzer and fuel cell [5-7], the following electrochemical model can be extracted:

\[
U_e = U_{rev}(T_e) + U_{act}(T_e, i_e) + U_{ohm}(T_e, i_e);
\]

\[
U_f = E_{nernst}(T_f) - U_{conc}(i_f) - U_{act}(i_f) - U_{ohm}(T_f, i_f).
\]

The reversible voltage and irreversible voltages are dependent on temperature \( T \) and current density \( i \) of electrolyzer or fuel cell. The \( U-T-i \) relationship shown in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 can be illustrated with the surfaces in Fig. 2.

\[
U_e(T_e, i_e) = 1.975 + 0.5909i_e - 0.0030387T_e, \quad T_e \in [60, 80],
\]

\[
U_f(T_f, i_f) = 1.195 - 0.3055i_f - 0.0008114T_f, \quad T_f \in [60, 80].
\]

Meanwhile, the hydrogen produced or consumed by electrolyzer or fuel cell can be determined by their operation current directly. The molar quantity of accumulated hydrogen during current sample period can be calculated by

\[
\Delta n_{H_2} = K_e^H i_e - K_f^H i_f
\]

where parameters \( K_e^H, K_f^H \) can be derived from Faraday constant, sample time, cell number and reaction area. The input power of electrolyzer and output power of fuel cell can be expressed as

\[
P_{elz} = K_e^P U_e i_e
\]

\[
P_{plz} = K_f^P U_f i_f
\]
\[ P_{\text{FC}} = K^p_{\text{f}} U_{\text{f}} i_{\text{f}} \] (7)

where parameters \( K^p_{\text{e}}, K^p_{\text{f}} \) can be derived from cell number and reaction area.

**Thermal Model.** The heat transfer among components can be described as.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_h \frac{dT_h}{dt} &= \frac{T_a - T_h}{R_{ah}} + \frac{T_e - T_h}{R_{eh}} + P_{HT} \\
C_e \frac{dT_e}{dt} &= \frac{T_a - T_e}{R_{ae}} + \frac{T_f - T_e}{R_{eh}} \\
C_f \frac{dT_f}{dt} &= \frac{T_a - T_f}{R_{af}} + \frac{T_h - T_f}{R_{fh}}
\end{align*}
\] (8)

where \( T_h, T_e, T_f, T_a \) are temperatures of heater, electrolyzer, fuel cell and ambient environment. The important thermodynamic parameters for heat transfer [8] are \( C_i \), i.e. thermal capacities of component \( i \), and \( R_{ij} \), i.e. thermal resistance between components \( i \) and \( j \). \( P_{HT} \) is heat power injected into the heater from heat bus.

If we regard temperatures as virtual voltages of electrical circuit, a thermal circuit as shown in Fig. 3 can be proposed to illustrate the thermal coupling model of Eq. 8. The heat flows are compared to direct current in this circuit.

![Thermal circuit of electricity-heat-hydrogen energy station](image)

**Network Model.** The following power balances (in terms of electricity and heat) should be fulfilled at all time

\[ P_{\text{PV}} + P_{\text{GRID}} + P_{\text{FC}} = P_{\text{ELOAD}} + P_{\text{ELZ}} \] (9)

\[ P_{\text{GB}} = P_{\text{HLOAD}} + P_{\text{HT}} \] (10)

where \( P_{\text{PV}}, P_{\text{GRID}}, P_{\text{FC}}, P_{\text{GB}} \) are power generation from photovoltaic, external grid, fuel cell and gas boiler, and \( P_{\text{ELOAD}}, P_{\text{ELZ}}, P_{\text{HLOAD}}, P_{\text{HT}} \) are power consumption of electrical load, electrolyzer, heat load and heater, respectively.

**Operation Strategy.** For purpose of minimizing overall cost of the multi-energy station, the following optimization problem should be considered.
\[
\min C = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left[ P_{\text{GRID}}(k)C_{\text{GRID}}(k) + P_{\text{ELZ}}(k)C_{\text{ELZ}}(k) + P_{\text{FC}}(k)C_{\text{FC}}(k) + P_{\text{GB}}(k)(C_{\text{GB}} + C_{\text{GAS}}) - \Delta n_{\text{SALE}}(k)C_{H_2} \right] \tag{11}
\]

where \( C_{\text{ELZ}}, C_{\text{FC}}, C_{\text{GB}} \) are operational and maintenance costs of equipment, \( C_{\text{GAS}}, C_{H_2}, C_{\text{GRID}} \) are market prices of gas, hydrogen and external electricity, and \( \Delta n_{\text{SALE}} \) is molar quantity sold from the station during current sample time. In this problem \( P_{\text{PV}}, P_{\text{ELLOAD}}, P_{\text{HLOAD}}, \Delta n_{\text{SALE}} \) are disturbing variables, and \( P_{\text{GB}}, U_e, I_f \) are control variables to be decided.

Besides constraints Eq. 1-10, the following limits should also be included

\[
P_{i,\text{min}} \leq P_i(k) \leq P_{i,\text{max}}, i \in \{ \text{ELZ, FC, GB} \}, \tag{12}
\]

\[
T_{i,\text{min}} \leq T_i(k) \leq T_{i,\text{max}}, i \in \{ e, f, h \}, \tag{13}
\]

\[
0 \leq \sum_j \left[ \Delta n_{H_2}(j) - \Delta n_{\text{SALE}}(j) \right] \leq n_{\text{max}}. \tag{14}
\]

Case Study

The proposed operation model is validated with a given example of electricity-heat-hydrogen energy station as shown in Fig. 1. Parameters of various equipment, related cost prices, as well as curves of electrical load, heat load, photovoltaic generation and hydrogen demand are given in this particular case, which are not listed here due to space limit. Operation for one day (96 steps, with sample time of 15 minutes) are simulated.

Simulation results of decision variables \( P_{\text{GB}}, U_e, I_f \) are presented in Fig. 4, which illustrates the optimal control of gas boiler, electrolyzer and fuel cell so as to minimize total cost and improve distribution efficiency by appropriate energy conversion.

![Fig. 4 Simulation results of control variables](image)

The variation of station operating state under the optimal control of Fig. 4 is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Fuel cell mainly runs during daytime while electrolyzer decreases its power consumption. It is probably because valley price of external electricity of nighttime is more economical for producing enough hydrogen to meet local fuel demand.
Conclusion

An operation model and corresponding strategy of electricity-heat-hydrogen energy station is proposed in this paper. The simulation analysis proves that this multi-energy system can effectively improve the flexibility and efficiency of energy distribution.
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